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We study the relationships between Lowen’s o and I functors, appropriately 
defmed for frames L, and the para-Lowen functors G’k and the class {COIW,}, of 
fuzzy topologies on [w constructed by the author. Consequences of this note include 
the following: 
COROLLARY. Let y be the usual topology on R and recall w(9) = 
{u: R + [0, l] c R, u is kc.}. Then the fuzzy topology o)(9) is metrizable in the 
sense of Hutton and Erceg. Furthermore, its Erceg metric p is strongly u-complete 
for each a E [0, l] in the sense of the author, and p generalizes the Euclidean metric 
of .F in the following sense: giurn r, PER, p(x(,), xi.,)= Jr-s. Finally, m(9) i.r 
topological in the sense of Lowen. 
COROLLARY. ItI COntrLlSt to corollary supra, there exist non-topologiral fuzzy 
topologies on R which are Hutton-Erceg metrizoble and whose Erceg metrics are 
strongly a-complete for each a and generalize the Euclidean metric of y as above. 
rl’, 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (X, .F) be an ordinary topological space and Z denote the real line 
unit interval. In [6], Lowen introduced on X the important fuzzy topology 
o(F) = {u: X+ Z, u is kc.), and in [ 13, 141 the author defined on X the 
fuzzy topology G;(F) having subbase {x “: U E F } u {u: X + Z, u is 
constant }. 
Now let F denote the ordinary topology on R and, following Hutton 
and Gantner et al. [2, 33, put R(Z) = {k R -+ Z, 2 is monotone decreasing, 
A((-co)+)=l, J,((+co)-)=O}. A la the author [15], for IIER(Z) put 
Lj,, R,: [w-+Z by LJt)=l-A(t-), RA(t)=l(t+), and let COR, be the 
fuzzy topology on R having subbase (LA, R,: I E R(Z)}. A corollary of this 
paper states the equation 
o(F) = COR,= G;(F). 
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An immediate consequence of [IS] and this equation is that (R, o(.F)) is 
Hutton-Erceg metrizable [ 11; indeed, the Erceg metric p for (R, w(Y)) is 
strongly cr-complete [ 141 for each z E L and it generalizes the Euclidean 
metric of (R, F), for given the impulse functions x1,;, xl,,,, p(xlri, x:,,;)= 
jr-s/. Another consequence of the equation supra is that o(Y) is 
topological in the sense of Lowen [7]. 
It is the general purpose of this note to define the Lowen functors o, z for 
lattices L other than Z, and study the interrelationships between these 
Lowen functors, the para-Lowen functors {GbjL, the a-level functors 
studied by Klein [4, 51, and the class {COR,}, of fuzzy topologies on Iw 
constructed by the author in [15]. In route we give alternate proofs for 
special cases of some results of [ 151; e.g., we give the fourth distinct proof 
that + is jointly fuzzy continuous on (R, L, CO&?,) if L is a chain. We also 
demonstrate many non-topological fuzzy topologies on R having many of 
the properties of o(Y) (e.g., Hutton-Erceg metrizability, the Erceg metric 
being strongly cr-complete and a generalization of the Euclidean metric on 
r as above). Preliminaries are given in Section 2; we state open questions 
in Section 6. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Generally, each lattice L is complete, and sometimes is a frame (com- 
plete and satisfying the first infinite distributive law); in the context of 
COR, we assume L is a DeMorgan algebra (complete and equipped with 
an order-reversing involution a + a’); and in the context of Iw(L) we often 
assume L is a Hutton algebra (DeMorgan plus complete distributivity). 
Our general framework for (fuzzy) topology is the category % [l 1, 13, 141 
(called FUZZ in [l I]): objects are of the form (X, L, T), where z c Lx is 
closed under arbitrary suprema and finite infima; morphisms are of the 
form (f, 4): (Xi, L,, zl) + (X2, L,, T*), where f: X, --)X2, 4-i: L, 4 L, is 
a lattice morphism preserving V, A , and ’ if L has ’ (generally 4 is only a 
relation), and 4 - ’ 0 u 0 f E z, for each v E 52 ; composition of morphisms is 
component-wise. Each topology in Tk c T contains all constant maps; and 
L, 4 are fixed for T,(L, d)q T [16, 171 (for each (X, L, T)E I%,(L, qi)I 
and each bELX, buzz iff 4-l 0 beT), B&L, 4)~ 8, [16, 171. Morphism- 
invertibility of functors is given in [ 11); the functor G,: U -+ U, is in 
[ 13, 143. The fuzzy unit interval Z(L) and fuzzy real line [w(L) are defined 
in [3,2]; the literature on k!(L) includes [l-5, 8-171. 
For each DeMorgan algebra L, the co-fuzzy dual topology COR, 
[15] on R is generated from the subbasis {LA, R,: A E 5!(L)}, where 
L,, R,: Iw+L by L,(t)=(;l(t-))‘, RA(t)=A(t+). 
The subsets L”, L” [2], and Lb [9] of L are well known. For 
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a E L” - { 1) and I E [w(L), the numbers a(& CL) and b(,$ a) [9-l 51 are well 
known. Also asL is sup[nonsup] [9] if a=[#]V{fl~L:fl<~1}. Each 
r E R is uniquely represented by I, E Iw(L)[2]. The constant fuzzy set with 
value CL is denoted a. 
The notation [f has P] E { x:f(x) has P} is quite convenient; e.g., 
[f>CL]={X:f’(X)>a). If Y[S7] is a subbasis [basis] for a topology 
(ordinary or fuzzy), we may write <( 9)) [(a)] for that topology. 
3. LOWEN AND PARA-LOWEN FUNCTORS 
We begin with the following definition. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let (X, 9)~ JTOPJ. For each complete lattice L, put 
o,(9)=(({u~L~: [u>a]EYforeachaEL})) 
G~(~)=(({~u:U~F}u{a:cr~L})). 
For (X, L, Z)E 181, put 
1L(Z)=(<([U>C1]:UE5,aEL})) 
Given (X, 9) E ITOPJ, f~ Horn,,,, L, and 4-l an endomorphism of L 
(see definition of T in Section 2), we put 
q,.,$+,(X, F) = (XT L ILL G;,L,“‘(X, .F) = (X, L, G;(F)) 
q,,,,(f)= CL 4) C-“‘(f). 
Given (X, L, Z)E (81, (f; d)EHomr, put 
ZL(X L, 7) = (X, ZL(T)), ZL(f, 4) =f: 
Remark 3.2. If L = Z, 4 -’ = i,, then o(,,)), zL are the w, z functors of 
Lowen [6], respectively. That GF,“) is also the w functor for this L and C$ 
is a corollary of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let L be any complete lattice and (X, 9)~ (TOP\. The 
following hold. 
(1) Gt;(%qew,(q. 
(2) Zf L is a chain, then Gf;(F) = oL(F). 
(3) Generally Gf;(T) # ~~(5); in particular, if IF-( = 2, (Xl 2 2, and 
L is the diamond (0, a1, a2, l}, then G;(F) S$ oL(F). 
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Proof: Ad (1). The subbasis for G,:(S) is contained in to,(S) since 
[~~>cr]=U~~ifsr<l,IZIifx=l,and[p>cr]=xifa<B,0ifP~~ 
or fi is not comparable to E. 
Ad (2). To reverse the containment of (1 ), let f‘be a subbasic element of 
oJY). We need the following subsets of L: 
L”” = (8: p is nonsup), L” = {/I: p is sup} 
For BE L”“, put /I* = V {y: y < /I}. Note /3* <b. For each a EL, put 
g,: X -+ L by 
We claim 
.f=V.!L 
I 
From this claim it follows fc Gb(Y). To establish this claim, let x E X and 
Put B = f(x)* 
Case 1. p = 0. Then x 4 [f> a] for each a E L, so g,(x) = 0 for each a, 
i.e., f(x) = V, g&). 
Case 2. /?>O and 8~ L”. Let a>fi. If aE L”, then g,(x)= 
(a A x~~,~,)(x)=O since x4 [f> a], and if a E L”“, then g,(x) = 
(a A xc.+. ,*lNx) = 0 since a* 2 /I and x $ [f> a*]. It follows V, g,(x) = 
VIcB g,(x). So let a < /?. If a E L”, then g,(x) = (a A xcr<*,)(x) = a since 
XE CS> al, and if a EL”“, then g,(x) = (a A ~t~<~*~)(x) = a since 
XE [f>a] c [f>ct*]. Thus V,,ag,(x)=V,,Da. Since j?tzLS, 
V,, B g,(x) = B. We conclude f(x) = V, g,(x). 
Case 3. /I > 0 and /? E L”“. Details analogous to the first part of Case 2 
show that if a > p, then g,(x) = 0; it follows that V, g,(x) = V, 4 /r g,(x). 
Now, details analogous to the second part of Case 2 show that if a < 8, 
then g,(x) = a; it follows that VEcs g,(x) = VaGBa = /3, i.e., V, g,(x) =f(x). 
Ad (3). Let X,EX and put g: X-+ L by g(x,,) = a,, g(X- {x0}) s a*. 
Then gEuL(F) since [g>O]=X, [g>a,]=[g>a,]=[g>l]=@. 
Now Gf;(Y) = {O, 1, aI, a2>. Since g is not constant, g $ G:(Y). # 
Remark 3.4. The list of examples for Theorem 3.3(3) is augmented in 
Theorem 4.1(7) below. 
Remark 3.5. From Remark 3.2 and Theorem 3.3(2) we have each of 
w(I,i,)3 IIr or Glf,‘~) is a functor. The general question of when o(~,)), rL, and 
GE.4) are functors is addressed in our next result. 
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THEOREM 3.6. The following hold if L is a frame and q5 E Auto(L). 
(1) GI,L,b’: TOP + T,,(L, 4) IS a morphism-invertible embedding onto 
a full subcategory. 
(2) u(L,)): TOP + u,,(L, 4) is a morphism-invertible embedding onto 
a full subcategory if L is a chain. 
(3) lL: B,(L, 4) + TOP is a functor if L is a chain. 
(4) lL is right-adjoint to w~,,$, and GLLx@) if L is a chain. 
Proof Ad (1). Let f: (X, F) -+ (Y, 9) be continuous, L and 4 be 
given, and let VEY and ueLY. Then ~-'o~yof=;Cf-~~V~, 
4 ~ ’ o a of = 4,-‘(a). Morphism-invertibility is routine given the following, 
easily checked detail: xv E G;(F) implies UE F. 
Ad (2). Since L is a chain, apply (1) and Theorem 3.3(2). 
Ad (3). The crucial detail is the identity f -‘[II > a] = 
II6’ ouof>4--‘(cr)], which is true if L is a chain. 
Ad (4). Given Theorem 3.3(2), the important detail is the 
straightforward identity zL(oL(F)) = F. 1 
Remark 3.7. (1) One can prove Theorem 3.6(2) without using 
Theorems 3.3(2) and 3.6( 1). Let f: (X, 5) + (Y, 9) be continuous, u E oL, 
(<y), and a E L. Then d-‘(v( f(x))) da iff there is fl, $-‘(/I) <a, u( f(x)) < p 
(for necessity, choose fl= v( f(x)); monotonicity of 4-r establishes 
sufticiency). Negation yields 4-‘(v(f(x)))>a iff for each fi with 
4-w da, u(f(x))>p. Putb*=V {/?:&‘(P)<a} andnoted-‘@*)<a. 
Then 4 -‘(u(f(x))) > a iff v( f(x)) >/I*, i.e., [F’ouof >a]= 
{x: u( f(x)) > /3*) =f -‘[u > p*]. (Note the dependence on the linearity 
of L.) 
(2) We let the reader construct the examples showing the hypotheses 
of Theorem 3.6(2), (3) to be nonsuperfluous; in particular, w(~,~), zL are 
not generally functors. 
DEFINITION 3.8. Under the appropriate conditions as given in Theorem 
3.6, (w ) (LB) (f-.4), {zL} L are collections of Lowen jiunctors and {GIUL,b))CL,4J 
is the collection of para-Lowen functors; the justification of the term “para- 
Lowen” is obvious given this section and Section 4. 
DEFINITION 3.9. Let (X, L, Z)E (81. In keeping with [7] and motivated 
partly by Theorem 3.6(4), we say 5 is topological [para-topological] if 
WL(~L(G~T))) = G(r) CG;(lL(Gdf))) = Gc(~)l. 
Remark 3.10. Definition 3.9 is asking the question: for what objects is 
zL a left-adjoint of CB(~,~) or GtL,))? Many topological and non-topological w  
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objects have already been displayed in the literature (see 17, 51). We 
contribute more in Section 4. Note if L is a chain, z is topological iff 5 is 
para-topological. 
Remark 3.11. There are several substantive modifications of the above 
results and ideas. We quickly sketch one. Let w;,, (G,L,)“, and zr be defined 
by restricting CI in Definition 3.1 to be in L” instead of L. Then (G,L,)“(S) c 
G,:(Y) c oL(Y) co;(Y), l;(Y) c rJcF) with these inclusions generally 
not reversible. For each frame L and 4 E Auto(L), w?,,,~,, (Gl,:6))U, and I’;. 
are functors. The surprising fact is that I’; is right-adjoint to each of 
(G(L+))u G(Ld), o 
adj’&int ;o i(’ 
(L,O, and W?L 4, for each frame L with 0~ Lb (1; is right- 
(L,6) for all frames ‘L); this is a consequence of the inequality 
Y c (z”,((G,L,)” (Y))) c z”,(G,“,(Y)) c z;(w;-(Y)) c 5, which is straight- 
forward to check. This fact suggests several alternate ways of defining 
a fuzzy topology to be topological or para-topological (i.e., by comparing 
T with o;(z;(T)), . ..). Finally, there are frames L such that Gz # (G,I;)“, 
01,” # w”L, ZLU # 1;; hence such modifications are substantive. 
4. LOWEN, PARA-LOWEN FUNCTORS AND {COIW,), 
We continue our study of (G,L,(Y, oL, zLJL by focusing on {G;(Y), 
OLv-)lL, where 5 is the usual ordinary topology on R, and on the 
class (COR, IL of fuzzy topologies on R developed in [ 151. We need the 
following definition, after which we give the main result. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let L be any lattice: 
(1) We say L is a generalized diamond if L = lJr A;, 
1 {A,: /A,( > 3}( 2 2, each A, is a maximal chain, and each pairwise inter- 
section of distinct Ai’s is (0, 1). 
(2) We say L contains a maverick element if L contains an 
isomorphic copy [a, /I] of I and there are y0 g L - [a, fi], 6, E (c(, /I) n L”, 
y0 < do, and (yO, 6,) = @; y0 is a maverick element of L. Note the latter 
three conditions guarantee that a0 = A (6 EL: y,, < 6 >. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let L be a DeMorgan algebra and 9 be the usual 
topology on [w. The following hold: 
(1) Gf;(Y)cCOR,. 
(2) G;(F) = CO&!, = wL(F) if L is a chain. 
(3) z;,(COrW,) =.F if OE Lb, and z,(COIw,) =F if L is finite or a 
generalized diamond. 
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(4) COIRL is topological (and para-topological) if L is a chain. 
(5) COR, qf oL(F) if L is a frame containing a maverick. 
(6) COIW, ti G;(F) if L is ufvume containing a muuerick. 
(7) CO[w, is not topological [puru-topological], in the sense that 
oJt;(z)) or o$(t;(z)) [Gi(“,(t)) or (G,L,)” (t:(z))] is not z, $0~ Lb and L is 
a frame containing a maverick. 
(8) COR, $ oL(F) ifL f ts a rume containing a generalized diamond 
us a sublattice. 
(9) G3r) q QJJ=V ifL is a frame containing a generalized diamond 
us a sublattice. 
(10) COIW, is not topological if L is a generalized diamond frame. 
Proof Ad (1). This is Theorem 3.1.6 of [lS]. 
Ad(2). Let IE[W(L), aEL. Then L,(t)>a iff t>u(A,a), R,(t)>a iff 
t<b(A,a), i.e., [Lj.>a]=(a(~,a),+oo), [Rj,>a]=(-oo,6(~,a)). So L,, 
R, E wL(F). It follows that CO[w, c oL(F). Now apply Theorem 3.3(2). 
Ad (3). Let 0 E Lb. Recall for each R E R(L), aE L”, [LA> a] = 
(a(1, a), + CO), [R j, > a] = ( - 00, b(h, a)); this fact justifies the third and 
fourth “=‘s” of the following computation: 
@COW = < {C u>a]:u~CO(WL,a~LU})) 
=(({[L,>a], [R,>a]:AEIW(L),aELU~)) 
=<{CLA~>OI~ CR,,>O1:rER)> 
= <{(r,+a), (-m,r):rER}> 
=F. 
If L is finite or a generalized diamond, the details are similar using the 
following fact: if u E (L,, R,: d E Iw(L)}, then u maps into one maximal 
chain of L. 
Ad (4). (2) and (3). 
Ad (5). Let 4: [0, l] --) [a, fl], where w.l.o.g., 4(O)= fi, d(l)= a. Put 
kIW-,Lby 
1, t<o 
A(t) = 4(t)? 
I 
oet<1 
0, 1 ,<t. 
Since 1 is right-continuous, R,(t) = A(t) for each t. Now it follows from 
S,=A (6~ L: y0<6} that for each be L”, [b>yo] = [b>&]; and this 
fact, together with S, E L’, the subbase of wL(F), and L being a frame, can 
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be used to show that for each u~w,($), [u> S,] E.F. We observe 
[Rj,36,]=(-oc, ~~'(S,)]4S. SO R,ECOIW,,-o,(.~). 
Ad (6). If COR, c CL(S), then Theorem 3.3( 1) implies COR, c 
o,(F), a contradiction to (5). 
Ad (7). (3), (51, and (6). 
Ad (8). W.l.o.g., L is a generalized diamond with (A, Bj = 
{A,: (A,/ 3 3). Let CI~ EA - (0, l}, M,EB-{O,l), and put j!rW-+L by 
f(-co,O)rcr,, f(O)=O, f(O,+co)=~. Then 
(-@AO)u(O,+~), a=0 
O<a<cc, 
O-ca-cu, 
a,<aora,da, 
i.e., facet. Now suppose ~‘ECOR’,. Since L is a frame, 
f=V (L A R,: Wk~}. 
We distinguish the following subsets of K: 
a= { (;1, p): L:, maps into A and R, maps into B, or 
L, maps into B and R, maps into A ) 
I= ((A, p): L,, R, map into A) 
7 = {(A, p): L,, R, map into B}. 
Because L,, R, have linear ranges, N = 3 u 1 v 7. Now note 
V (L;. A R,,)(t) =0 for each t 
(i..p)E2 > 
,;,,ye, (LA R,.N~))EA h-each t 
ye, (LA A R,)(r)) E B for each t.
It therefore follows that 
,lyGH CL, A R,)(t) E {O, 1 } for each t 
so that f cannot be this supremum, i.e., f $COR,. To show 
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COR,coL(S), let LA, R,: be given. Then L1 maps into some A,. It 
follows 
SO Lj. E wL(F). Similarly, R, E ~~(5). Hence COR, c w,(F). 
Ad (9). (1) and (8). 
Ad (10). (3) and (8). i 
COROLLARY 4.3. Consider the following list of properties: 
(1) Hutton-Erceg metrizable with Erceg metric a generalization of 
Euclidean metric (a la Introduction supra or [15]) and strongly a-complete 
[ 141 for each a E L. 
(2) All low-order separation axioms of Hutton, Lowen, Rodabaugh, 
and Sarkar (see [12, 151 for a list). 
(3) For certain a EL, the separation axiom 
(a) a-1I/R Cl21 
(b) a*-$R [12]. 
(4) The closure in Y for any crisp subset of [w is the same us 
(a) fuzzy closure; 
(b) a-closure [9], a< 1; 
(c) a*-closure [9], a > 0. 
(5) The connectedness in 5 for any crisp subset of (w is same as l-con- 
nectedness [lo]. 
(6) The compactnes in J? for any crisp subset of Iw is same as 
(a) a-compactness [2] for certain a E L; 
(b) a*-compactness [2] for certain a EL; 
(c) strong compactness [6]; 
(d) fuzzy compactness [6]; 
(e) weak fuzzy compactness [6]. 
(7) Topological in sense of 
(4 ~L--I~L; 
(b) l;-lWL; 
(cl Z”,-+Gf;. 
(8) Non-topological in sense of negating (a) (7)(a); (b) (7)(b); (c) 
(7)(c). Then for ([w, L, COR,), the following hold: 
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I. L is u linear DeMorgan afgehrtr = [ ( 1 ); (2); (3)(a), all a; 
(3)(b), CI nonsup; (4)(a)--(c); (5); (6)(a), x< 1; (6)(b), a>O; (6)(c)-(e); 
U)(a)--ic)l. 
II. L is u finite Hutton ulgebru, contains LI diamond suhluttice, und 
0~L’*[(l); (2); (3)(a), UEL’; (3)(b), CYEL’ nonsup; (4)(a)-(c); (5); 
(6)(a), CI E L”- { 1); (6)(b), a EL’ - (0) nonsup; (S)(a), (b)]. 
III. L is a complete Boolean algebra* [(l); (2); (S)(a)]. 
IV. L is a DeMorgan frame with maverick and 0 E Lb G- E(2); 
(3)(a), CLE L”; (3)(b), C(E L” nonsup; (4)(a)-(c); (5); (6)(a), CIE L”- { 1); 
(6)(b), ~1 EL’ - {O> nonsup; (8)(b), (c)l. 
Proof: Theorems 3.4.18, 3.4.20, and 3.5.1 of [l5] and Theorem 4.1. i 
Remark 4.3a. For each of I-IV of Corollary 4.3, lattices exist in abun- 
dance satisfying the hypotheses. We give typical examples: for I, let L = I 
with c1’= 1 --a; for II, let L= (0, CI, p, p’, c1’, 1 } with (E, b, /?‘, a’} the four- 
point diamond; for III, let L = 10, ~1, CX’, 1 } be the four-point diamond; and 
for IV, let L = (0, c(, fi, yO, 6, = S,!,, rb, B’, CI’, 1 > u [p, /I’] be the DeMorgan 
frame with maverick 6,, 0 < c1 </I, y0 and [/I, /I’] E [0, 11, 6, = &, is mid- 
point of [/I, /?‘I, (CI, yOJ u [p, S,] is a diamond, and (yb, a’} u [S,, 1’1 is a 
diamond. 
COROLLARY 4.4. For each DeMorgan chain L, ( +, d), ( ., 4) are jointly 
fuzzy continuousfrom ([w x II& CO&?, x6 COIW,) to (KY, COLQ,). 
Proof: Using the joint-continuity of + and . with respect to 5 x Y and 
Y, the conclusion holds for G,:(Y) xm G;(Y) and G;(Y). Apply Theorem 
4.1(2). 1 
COROLLARY 4.5. For each a in a chain L, COIW, is a - $R [ 12, 93. 
ProoJ: By Theorem 4.1(4), COR, is topological. Now Proposition 11.4 
of [S] applies to yield that COR, is CL - @R for each ~1. 1 
Remark 4.6. (1) There are now four [three] quite distinct proofs of 
the joint-fuzzy continuity of +, [ .I, Corollary 4.4 being the fourth [third]. 
The strongest of the four proofs, established in [1.5], shows that + is 
jointly fuzzy (quasi-) uniformly continuous. 
(2) Corollary 4.5 is a special case of a result established by different 
methods in [15]: for each L, COIW, is CI -$R for each LYE L’. 
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5. R-LEVEL FUNCTORSAND (COR,}, 
Let (X, L, T) E IUl and c( E L. The cl-closure of any A c X, c,(A), was 
defined in [9], and c, was shown in [4] to be a semi-closure operator if 
~ELO-(1). Thus for EEL”-{l}, c, generates an ordinary topology 
W,"(T) on X. Following [4 J, we let a E L” - ( 1 } and put 
w,L(x, L, T) = (x, w;(T)) 
T,L(X,L,T)=(X,T,L(T)_([U>CI]:UET}) 
w,“cf, id=f= Tf;(f, iI,). 
We need the following proposition from [4]. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. For each c( E L” - { 1 }, the following hold: 
(1) T,L, Wi are functors from T(L, iJ into TOP. 
(2) w;(T) c T;(T). 
(3) W:(T) = T;(T) iff (X, L, T) is a - IC/R. 
In the sequel, Y is the usual ordinary topology on R and L is a 
DeMorgan frame. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let CI E L” - { 1) and suppose 0 E Lb. Then 
W,l(COR,) = r. 
Proof: This follows from Theorem 3.1.13( 1) of [lS] which states: if 
0 E Lb and CI E L - { 1 }, then c,(A) = ,? for each A c R, where 2 is the usual 
closure in 9. 1 
PROPOSITION 5.3. For each a EL’, CON, is c( - $R. 
Proof. This is Lemma 3.4.17(4) of [15]. 1 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Zf 0 E Lb and a E L” - { 1 }, then Tt(COllX,) = Y-. 
ProoJ Conjoin Propositions 5.1(3), 5.2, and 5.3. 1 
COROLLARY 5.5. For L a chain, zL(CO[wL) = Y. 
Proof. For each a E L - ( 1 }, T,L(COIw,) = 5 (Proposition 5.4). Thus 
~=(({T;(COR,)XEL-{l}}))=t,(COR,). 1 
COROLLARY 5.6. Zf OE Lb and a EL” - { 1 }, the following hold: 
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(I ) A c [w is compuct in .Y $7 A is a-compact in COR, in the sense 
of’c21. 
(2) (I$ L, COrW,) possesses ull the dez;el sepuration axioms qf’ [8]. 
Proqf: Ad (1). Proposition 3.1( 1) of [9] implies that A is oc-compact 
in COR, iff A is compact in T,“(COR,); apply Proposition 5.4. 
Ad (2). This is immediate from Proposition 5.4 and the definitions. 1 
COROLLARY 5.1. If OE Lb, then the following hold: 
(1) ([w, L, COrW,) is l-connected in sense of [lo]. 
(2) (R, L, CO.&!,) is (Y- T,, i=O, 1,2, in the sense of [9, 12, 151 if 
ciEL”-(1). 
Proof: Ad (1). It is fairly straightforward to show, as in [ 153, that 
COR, fails to be O-disconnected iff T,L(COR,) fails to be O-disconnected; 
apply Proposition 5.4. 
Ad (2). Proposition 3.1(2) of [9] implies that COR, is LX- T2 iff 
T,L(COIw,) is Hausdorff; apply Proposition 5.4. 1 
Remark 5.8. The above corollaries are related to other results obtained 
by other methods: Corollary 5.5 is a special case of Theorem 4.1(3); 
Corollary 5.6( 1) is a special case of Theorem 3.2.1 of [ 151, where only 
CI E L” - { 1 } is assumed; Corollaries 5.6(2) and 5.7(2) are special cases of 
Theorem 3.4.18 of [15], where only C(E L and OE Lb are assumed; 
Corollary 5.7(a) is of equal strength with Theorem 3.3.5 of [15]. 
6. OPEN QUESTIONS 
Question 6.1. Let F be the usual crisp topology on R. The only known 
proof that ~~(5) or G;(F) is Hutton-Erceg metrizable for L a chain is 
the redescription of it as COR, and the subsequent citation of [15] a la 
Corollary 4.3 supra. Is there a more direct proof? Is ~~(5) or Gf;(F) 
Hutton-Erceg metrizable for Hutton L; note this is true of each COO%, of 
Cl51. 
Question 6.2. If oL and rL are redefined using prime filters of L, will oL 
equal Gf; for each L (suggested by U. Hijhle)? Would this resolve whether 
the linearity of L in Theorems 3.3(2) and 4.1(2), (4) is necessary? Is 
existence of a maverick in Theorem 4.1(5), (6) necessary given L is con- 
nected in the Birkhoff topology? 
Question 6.3. What comparisons exist between wL(F), G;(F), and 
other dynamic dual topologies on R; cf. Question 4.3 of [ 151. 
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